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YMCA OF METROPOLITAN FORT WORTH 
FLAG FOOTBALL RULEBOOK 

 

A. Field Size (divided into twenty-yard zones) 

1. Ages 5/6 

a. Forty (40) yards wide and sixty (60) yards long, not including end zones. 

2. There may be a small adjustment in field size due to available field space. 

 

B. Game Time 

1. Ages 5-6 

a. Four (4) quarters of ten (10) minutes each. 

2. A running clock will be used. 

 

C. Unsportsmanlike Conduct 

1. Spiking the football and aggressively throwing the flag after removal will constitute an 

unsportsmanlike foul. 

a. Spinning, spiking, or throwing the ball, and other gestures to taunt opponents or to draw 

attention to one self will be an unsportsmanlike foul. 

 

 

GENERAL FLAG FOOTBALL RULES 
 

A. The Game and Players 

1. Flag football is a non-contact sport with contact. Incidental contact will occur often, but 

intentional contact is never permitted—this includes pushing the ball carrier out of 

bounds. 

2. The game shall be played between two teams of seven (7) players each. 

3. The visiting team will call the coin toss. The winner of the coin toss and can choose to take the 

ball or play defense (Deferring to the second half is not an option). 

4. Each participant must play at least one (1) half of each game. 

 

B. The Field, Uniforms’, and Equipment 

1. The ball will be spotted at the 14 yard line to start the game, a new half, and following a 

touchdown or safety. There are no kickoffs. 

2. Two ball spotters will be used. The orange ball spotter will mark the forward most point of the 

football. The yellow ball spotter will mark the defensive scrimmage line. The ball spotters will 

always be one yard apart. 

3. Flag belts must be completely visible at all times (the entire belt & flags). 

4. The pants must be a different color than the flags. 

5. One coach is allowed on the field per team. Coaches on the field may not touch players once 

the ball is snapped and until the play is over. EXCEPTION: a second coach may be on the field 

for the 5-6 age division but must not enter the field past the numbers.  

6. Game ball 

a. Ages 5-6 are required to use pee-wee size football (any brand). 
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7. Metal cleats and prohibited. Anyone wearing metal cleats will be asked to leave the playing 

field and change shoes. No exceptions. 

8. Baseball caps or and hats with a hard, rigid brim are not permitted. 

 

C. Timing Rules 

Each team will have two (2) timeouts per game lasting sixty (60) seconds each. 

1. The clock will start when the ball is legally snapped.  It will run continuously throughout each 

quarter. 

2. The clock will stop only for the following reasons: 

a. Team timeout 

b. Official timeout (injury timeout) 

i. If the clock is stopped for an injured player, said player must exit the game for 

at least one play. 

 

D. Series of Downs 

1. The team on offense is responsible for getting the ball at the end of every down. Center will 

bring the ball from the huddle to the scrimmage line. 

2. Zone-line-to-gain: getting the ball to or into the next zone makes a first down. 

a. Exception - first down because of penalty that results in automatic first down. 

i. It could be first and near twenty or first and less than one depending on where 

the next zone-line-to-gain is. 

b. Loss on the play or due to a penalty, a team may need more than twenty yards for a 

first down. 

 

E. Scoring 

1. Touchdowns are worth six (6) points. 

2. Teams have two options for extra point attempts. 

a. 1 point try from the 3-yard line. 

b. 2 point try from the 10-yard line. 

3. If there is a turnover on an extra-point try, the ball will be ruled dead immediately. 

4. A safety is worth two (2) points. 

 

F. Receiving 

1. All players are eligible to receive a pass. 

2. A player may not receive his or her own pass without it first being touched by another player. 

3. One foot in bounds is considered a catch. 

 

 

 

G. Rushing 

1. The same player may not advance the ball on a running play twice in a row, including the 

Quarterback (if the Quarterback is forced out of the backfield and advanced the ball on the 

previous play, the play will be blown dead when that player crosses the line of scrimmage). 

2. Spinning is allowed, however, diving is not permitted. 

3. If a player dives into the end zone and does not contact another player, the penalty will be 

enforced on the extra point attempt. 
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H. Runner cannot... 

1. Stiff arm 

2. Flag guard in any way. 

3. Run over a potential deflagger. 

4. Push a defensive player into a potential deflagger. 

 

I. Defensive player cannot... 

1. Intentionally deflag a player without the ball (personal foul). 

2. Hold, push, or knock the runner down in an attempt to deflag. 

3. Run through or push through a defensive screen blocker in an attempt to deflag. 

 

J. Snap – MUST BE: 

1. One continuous motion between the legs or to the side (the ball must start on the ground 

before the snap). 

2. To a back at least two yards behind the scrimmage line on scrimmage plays and punts. There 

cannot be a hand-to-hand center-back exchange on the snap.  This would be an illegal snap. 

EXCEPTION: 5/6 age division can have a hand-to-hand exchange between the center and 

quarterback 

3. Illegal snap is a dead ball foul. 

4. A minimum of four (4) players are required to be set and within one (1) yard of the offensive 

line of scrimmage at the time of the snap (a dead ball, delay of game penalty will be called 

when teams are in violation of this rule). 

5. Only one player may be in motion when the ball is snapped. A player in motion cannot be 

moving toward the line of scrimmage at the time of the snap. 

 

K. Forward pass 

1. Only one forward pass can be made per down. 

2. Ball can be passed or handed backward to any player at any time. 

3. All players are eligible pass receivers. 

4. Illegal forward pass: 

a. Two forward passes during a down. 

b. Intentionally throwing ball away to save a loss.  This includes backward pass out-of-

bounds. 

c. If passer is beyond offensive scrimmage line. 

d. Forward pass after possession change. 

e. If passer catches own untouched pass. 

 

 

L. Screen Blocking 

1. Screen blocking is legally obstructing an opponent without contacting him/her with any part of 

the screen blocker's body. 

2. Blocker cannot use arms, elbows, legs, or knees. If contact is made with part of an offensive 

player’s body that is outside the frame of the screen blocker’s body, it will be penalized. 

3. Blockers must keep hands together and hands will remain below the waist to protect 

themselves if there is contact. Any extension of the arms or hands is deemed illegal.  
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4. Blocker must get in moving rusher's direction of movement quick enough for a change of 

direction to be made prior to possible contact (think block/charge in basketball). 

5. Generally, blocking and defending follow same rules as for basketball rules concerning the 

block/charge. 

6. The player who initiates contact that results in a distinct advantage during a screen block will 

be penalized. 

7. Screening players down field is legal; however, any contact deemed illegal by the referee will 

be penalized (players running full-speed and impeding the process of a potential deflagger is a 

safety issue and any intentional contact will be penalized on the player who initiates the 

contact). 

 

M. Flag Belt & Deflagging 

1. Runners must not guard the flags with ball, hands or shoulders. 

2. The ball will be spotted at the point where the flag was pulled, not where the ball is. 

3. Flags must not be attached to runner in a way that one pull cannot deflag the runner. 

a. If a runner loses his/her flag belt, they are down at the point where the flag belt fell off. 

i. Exception: If the flag belt falls off before possession is gained, the player will be 

down as soon as possession is gained. 

b. If the quarterback receives the snap without flags on, the play is dead immediately and it 

will result in a loss of down. 

4. Runner scoring a touchdown must raise hands so nearest official can deflag the scorer. 

i. If the flag belt does not come off, the touchdown does not count. The ball will be 

placed five (5) yards from the previous spot (loss of down). 

c. Intentional deflagging of an offensive player without the ball results in a penalty and an 

automatic first down. 

5. Deflagger may NOT leave his or her feet to deflag runner. 

 

N. Rushing the Quarterback (all age groups) 

1. A maximum of three (3) players may rush the Quarterback. No announcement is necessary and 

rushing is allowed on every play. 

2. All rushers are required to start beyond the “No Rush Zone” which will be designated 

by a yellow or orange cone/ball spotter, 7 yards from the defensive line of scrimmage. 

3. Players in the “No Rush Zone” may cross the defensive line of scrimmage and pursue the ball 

carrier once the referee in the backfield determines an attempt to advance the ball has been 

made (including fake handoffs or runs). 

a. Players will be signaled by the referee in the backfield at this point by dropping his/her 

hand. The referee’s hand will start above his/her head at the start of every play. 

4. No blitzing will be permitted. An illegal blitz will be called if a player in the “No Rush Zone” 

crosses the defensive line of scrimmage prior to the referee dropping his/her hand. 

 

 

O. Roughing the Passer:  

If a defensive player trying to block a pass contacts the passer's arm, it will constitute roughing 

the passer. This is the case if the ball is touched or missed by the defender. Defensive players 

should go for the flag belt ONLY. 
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P. Punts 

1. When a punt is declared, the ball is moved twenty (20) yards from the current spot, not to 

penetrate the opponent’s 10-yard line. Kicking is not permitted in all age divisions. 

 

Q. Ball touches ground: 

1. Ball is dead when it touches the ground. Including but not limited to: 

a. Incomplete pass 

b. Muff  

c. Fumble 

R. Interceptions: 

 1. All interceptions are live and playable (they can be returned). 

 

S. Basic penalty enforcement: 

1. All penalties are five yards. 

a. Exception—unsportsmanlike conduct (10 yards) 

2. All offensive penalties are loss of down penalties. Loss of down means that the offense loses 

the right to replay the down. Teams can NEVER start on second down. If a first down line is 

gained after the penalty yards are enforced, it will be first down for the offense. 

3. All defensive penalties are automatic first down penalties. 

4. All penalties will be enforced from the previous spot. 

a. Exception—defensive holding or illegal contact with the runner (end of the run) 

b. Exception—flag guarding (spot foul) 

c. Exception – illegal contact—committed downfield by the offensive team (spot foul 

unless the play ends short of the foul. In this case it would be enforced from the end of 

the run.) 

5. All penalties can be declined. 

a. Exceptions—ejection and forfeiture of game 

 

T. Protests 

1. Judgment calls cannot be protested. 

2. Rule interpretation protests must be made before the next snap. Rule decisions are final after 

the ball is next legally snapped. 

 

 

U. Inadvertent whistle: 

1. Replay down if ball is loose on pass or kick. 

2. Replay down or take play results option to team whose player is in possession at time of 

whistle. 

 

 

 

V. Sportsmanship 

Any acts of unsportsmanlike conduct will be penalized accordingly. If it occurs during the game, it 

will be a live ball, 10-yard penalty. Two unsportsmanlike conduct penalties in one game by the 

same player will result in an ejection. 
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Examples of actions that will be penalized include but are not limited to: 

1. Taunting 

2. Flagrant contact 

3. Swearing 

4. Using ones voice to deceive the opponent 

 

Depending on the severity of the unsportsmanlike conduct, game officials have the right to eject a 

player without warning or prior penalty. 

 

Coaches and parents of participants are held to a higher standard than the players because of 

their role as leaders and example-setters. The conduct of parents and spectators is the 

responsibility of the head coach. Any unsportsmanlike acts by parents or spectators will result in 

a penalty against the team for which they are with. 


